Chemistry

INTEREST FORM

Receive recommended programs and information specific to your major and interests!
go.ncsu.edu/studyabroadinterest

ADVISING

Study Abroad and Graduate On Time!
Talk to your Academic Advisor to identify a time in your degree plan to study abroad & discuss the best courses to take abroad.

FUNDING

Use a Combination of Resources!
go.ncsu.edu/fundingstudyabroad
Financial Aid travels with you. NC State will award more than $400,000 in study abroad scholarships this year and typically 30% of applicants receive scholarships. Personal fundraising is effective to raise additional funds. Most students use a combination of aid.

GET INSPIRED!

Follow us on social media!

Instagram:  
@ncstatestudyabroad  
@packabroadbaton

Twitter:  
@ncsustudyabroad

Pinterest:  
NCSUStudyAbroad

Facebook:  
NC State Study Abroad

- Featured Short-term program
- Featured Semester program
Featured Programs

**SEMESTER PROGRAMS**

**Australia**
University of Adelaide

A leading research university, Adelaide offers a broad range in courses, including many degree programs in engineering, agriculture, business and the sciences.

**Australia**
University of Wollongong

NC State / Wollongong equivalency
- CH 201 & 202 / CHEM 211
- CH 2** / CHEM 213
- CH 3** / CHEM 314, CHEM 340
- CH 223 / CHEM 213
- MA 341 / MATH 291

**Ireland**
University College Cork

Cork is a seaport with picturesque mountain views. Internship opportunities also available.

NC State / Cork equivalency
- CH 401 / CM4104
- CH 441 / CM2009 or CM 3108
- PY 208+209 / PY1006
- MA 242 / MA2071

**Poland**
Global STEM Semester

Led by NC State faculty, this affordable program allows students to study at a top tier institution in beautiful Poznan, a historic riverside city. Fulfill key courses and take advantage of included excursions throughout Poland.

**Sweden**
Lund University

Lund is home to the world-renowned Ideon Science Park where innovations (such as the Bluetooth) are invented. Courses in chemistry and other science and mathematics disciplines taught in English.

**United Kingdom**
University of Surrey

Surrey is a top university in the UK and offers a range of academic disciplines. Surrey is located in Guildford, just 40 minutes south of London.

NC State course / Manchester equivalency
- CH 225 / CHE1035
- CH 331 (for Chem BA majors / CHE 1036)
- CH 401 / CHE 1032

**United Kingdom**
University of Manchester

UM has a large array of courses in chemistry and other science and mathematics disciplines.

NC State Course / Manchester equivalency
- CH 211 / CH10812
- CH 221 / CH10412
- CH 220 / CHEM10212
- CH 331 / CHEM10212
- CH 223 / CHEM10212
- CH 401 / CHEM10312

**SHORT TERM PROGRAMS**

**Czech Republic**
NC State Prague

Fulfill general education requirements in one of Europe’s most beautiful cities. Courses include: Humanities, Interdisciplinary Perspectives, & Natural Sciences GEPs.

**Germany**
RWTH Aachen
University: Undergrad Research

Among one of the top institutions of science in Germany, RWTH offers undergraduate students in the unique chance to conduct their own research which is mentored by research staff. Take a course in German language and culture.

**United Kingdom**
London STEM & Liberal Studies

Complete multiple general education requirements while utilizing London as your classroom. Explore through cultural excursions to museums, British High Tea, and a West End performance.

The programs above have been identified as best-fit programs for Chemistry students. Students are welcome to participate in other programs.